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About This Dataset

Data source citation


Full title of originating dataset

Replication Data for: Transparency, Class Bias, and Redistribution: Evidence From the American States

Data author(s) and affiliations

Alexander Severson
Florida State University

Dataset source website address

State Politics and Policy Quarterly Dataverse
https://dataverse.unc.edu/dataverse/sppq
First publication date

2018

Data Universe

USA

Data collection dates

1978–2000

Time frame of analysis

1978–2000

Unit of analysis

USA

Location covered by data

United States

Links to SRM content


List of variables

**publicwelftotalexp**
Total state public expenditures on welfare

**unem1**
Unemployment rate percentage

**pop65**
Proportion of the population over age 65

**nonwhite**
Proportion of the population that is nonwhite

**media_pen**
Media market penetration index, newspaper and TV circulation rates combined; Alt and Lowry's (2010) measure

**cbias**
Class bias measure which captures the difference in the probability that the richest individuals in a state will turn out to vote relative to the probability of the poorest individuals in a state voting; Franko, Kelly, and Witko’s (2016) measure

**govparty_c**
Party of the governor

**leg_cont**
Additive scale of Democratic power in the legislature

**divided_gov**
Dummy: 1 = all three institutions of state government (i.e., the two chambers of the legislature and the governor’s office) are not controlled by the same party, 0 = unified Democratic or Republican control of both the legislature and governor’s office

**citi**
Citizen ideology, using updated Berry et al. (2010) measure
nominate

Legislator ideology, using updated Berry et al. (2010) measure

y

Random variable